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 White matter; what is it? Whatsoever trillions and trillions of stars of the universe release in the 
form of invisible matter by losing their mass that all is matter in the space to be called as white 
matter.

 When an influential Scientist of the past era or of the present triggers some new information 
(discovery claim); mostly it is blindly followed by the concerned and with the passage of time it 
gets self approved stamp and becomes hard to challenge. Please wake up to understand what 
should be correct. 

 Could a densest mass (mass of the entire Universe) equivalent to size of a peanut exist, if it is 
surrounded by absolute nothing? No physical matter of any size and of any density can exist, if it 
is surrounded by absolute nothing. So the understanding of the World needs rectification as 
stated below.

could exist in space surrounded by absolute nothing?

Big Bang; to which extent is it correct?
 If Discoverer Ramesh Varma (India) had been academic qualified PhD scientist (not citizen 
scientist); discovery claim instead of being an advertisement, would have appeared in all  
Science Journals as publication resulting to make it viral among the concerned. (Mode of new 
discovery information set by the Academic World is a curse on the mankind).  

Read in detail the discovery claim ‘MATERIALISTIC UNIVERSE’ on website:
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 Mass of the universe is constant. What we can physically see, we understand it as matter but 
what we cannot see that also is a state of the matter (white matter). Entire universe is 
materialistic; no pocket of it is with absolute nothing. Universe has no beginning and has no end; 
it is under the reformation of visible matter from the white matter and de-formation of visible 
matter to white matter. 

 Conclusion: Besides above stated fact that no matter can exist if it is surrounded by absolute 
nothing; another fact that entire white matter of the Universe cannot be compressed back to size 
of a peanut for the reformation of the Universe suggests that what the World understands about 
the Big Bang (other than expansion of the Universe) that all is wrong and false. 

 Due to expansion of the Universe, pressure of the white matter over the visible objects and 
black holes is decreasing. Generated/produced white matter by the stars and other objects is 
compensating decreased pressure of white matter to major extent but not fully; with the result 
deformation of the visible objects and black holes (early explosion) to white matter is 
accelerating.    

 Prior to formation (re-formation) of the present Universe it was all occupied by the white 
matter. Gravity formed a ‘Big black hole’ at the centre of the Universe surrounded by the 
remaining white matter; denser over the ‘Big black hole’ and at the supposed outer end of the 
Universe the finest form of the white matter.

 ‘Big black hole’ was growing bigger, whereas pressure over it by the white matter kept on 
decreasing with the result a critical stage developed for its explosion. ‘Big black hole’ exploded; 
matter from it triggered formation of the visible universe. After explosion of ‘Big black hole’ with 
the passage of time mass of the new formed black holes kept on decreasing and a moment would 
come that there would be no black hole and no visible matter object; all would be transformed 
again to white matter.
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